Abstract-One-shot coding and repeated coding are considered for the class of almost instantaneous variable-to-fixed length (AIVF) codes, AIVF , which includes some nonproper VF codes in addition to the class of proper VF codes, PVF . An algorithm is given to construct the average-sense optimal (a-optimal) AIVF code in one-shot coding that attains the maximum average parse length in AIVF . The algorithm can also be used to obtain an AIVF code with multiple parse trees, which can attain good performance for repeated coding. Generally, the a-optimal code for one-shot coding and the good code for repeated coding are more efficient than the Tunstall code in -ary cases if 3 although they coincide with the Tunstall code in the binary case. The competitively optimal (c-optimal) VF code is also considered for one-shot coding, and it is shown that the c-optimal code does not always exist in PVF and in AIVF . Furthermore, whenever the c-optimal code exists, the Tunstall code is c-optimal in PVF and the a-optimal code obtained by our algorithm is c-optimal in AIVF if = 2 or 3, but the a-optimal code is not always c-optimal in AIVF if
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N variable-to-fixed length (VF) coding, a long data sequence is segmented into a concatenation of variable-length strings, each of which is encoded to a fixed-length codeword. A VF code is called proper if the set of parse strings of the code satisfies the prefix condition, and it is well known that the Tunstall code [1] is average-sense optimal (a-optimal) in the class of proper VF codes. In the fixed-to-variable length (FV) coding, the prefix condition for codewords is essential from the viewpoint of the instantaneous decoding. However, the proper property for parse strings in VF coding is not important because even if a VF code is not proper, any codeword of the VF code can be decoded correctly and instantaneously. Furthermore, unique encoding is also possible by imposing some parse rule, e.g., the longest parse rule, on the VF code. We also note that since the Tunstall code uses a complete tree 1 H. Yamamoto is with the Department of Mathematical Informatics, University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113-8656, Japan (e-mail: yamamoto@hy.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp).
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parse tree, the number of codewords is given by , when the source alphabet size is . Hence, for , the Tunstall algorithm cannot create any code if a required number of codewords is not equal to for any .
The above observation means that nonproper VF codes should be considered in order to realize efficient VF coding. Early studies for nonproper VF codes can be found in [2] , but few results have been published in English. Recently, Savari [3] showed that the a-optimal nonproper VF code attains better performance than the Tunstall code in the binary case. But, her nonproper code has a disadvantage since large encoding delay may occur and it is difficult to apply similar techniques of code construction to nonbinary cases.
In this paper, we consider the class of almost instantaneous VF (AIVF) codes in addition to the class of proper VF codes . An AIVF code is a VF code satisfying the condition that its codewords are assigned to all leaves and incomplete nodes but no internal complete nodes. Hence, almost instantaneous encoding is possible because the encoding delay is at most the duration of one source symbol. Note that is included in . For FV codes, one-shot coding has been studied in addition to repeated coding, and the average optimality [13] , [14] and the competitively optimality [15] - [18] are considered for one-shot coding. For VF codes, repeated coding is usually assumed in previous studies [1] - [12] . However, one-shot coding is used in some cases. For instance, consider a case such that we retrieve a huge file via a network. We often want to get a prefix of before getting the whole file, in order to check whether is the desirable one. In such cases, it is preferable to parse a prefix of as long as possible by one-shot encoding, i.e., by the cost of one codeword.
The performance for such one-shot coding can be evaluated by competitive optimality in addition to average optimality. The performances of two VF codes can be compared competitively based on the probabilities such that the parse length of one code is longer than the other code, and the competitively optimal (c-optimal) VF code is the code that is better than any other VF code competitively.
In this paper, we treat the average optimality and competitive optimality for one-shot coding in addition to the average optimality for repeated coding in . In Section III, the average optimality is reviewed for proper VF codes. In Section IV, by extending the Tunstall algorithm, we derive an algorithm to construct the a-optimal AIVF code for one-shot coding. This a-optimal code coincides with the Tunstall code if
. But, generally, it attains larger average parse 0018-9448/01$10.00 © 2001 IEEE length than the Tunstall code for in one-shot coding. It is also shown in Section V that our algorithm can be used to construct a good code with multiple parse trees, which can attain better performance than the Tunstall code for repeated coding.
In Section VI, the competitive optimality for proper VF codes and AIVF codes is studied and the following are shown.
a) The c-optimal code does not always exist in and in . b) The Tunstall code is c-optimal in whenever the c-optimal code exists. c) In case of , the a-optimal AIVF code is c-optimal in whenever the c-optimal code exists. However, in case of , the a-optimal AIVF code is not always c-optimal in even if the c-optimal code exists.
It is worth noting that the above properties a) and b) are similar to the properties of FV coding such that the c-optimal code does not always exist in the class of prefix FV codes, and it is the Huffman code if it exists [18] .
II. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION
Consider a stationary memoryless source with a finite alphabet where is the cardinality of . We assume without loss of generality that for all and for
Letting denote the set of all finite strings constructed by elements of , a VF code can be defined by a dictionary
The encoding of the VF code is a one-to-one mapping from onto the set of code symbols and the decoding is its inverse mapping. If a prefix of a source sequence coincides with a parse string , then the prefix of is encoded to code symbol which is usually represented by a fixed-length codeword with bits. The encoding is finished in the case of one-shot coding, but the above procedure is repeated by removing the prefix from in the case of repeated coding.
Letting represent the random variable of parse string for a given source, the rate of VF code is defined as (2) where means expectation for source probability , and stands for the length of string . must be maximized in order to minimize rate .
Definition 1:
A VF code is average-sense optimal (a-optimal) in a class of VF codes for one-shot coding or repeated coding if it attains the maximum of in the class for one-shot coding or repeated coding, respectively.
Let
represent the random variable of a parse string obtained by VF code in one-shot coding. Then, the c-optimal VF code is defined in the following way.
Definition 2:
In one-shot coding, VF code competitively dominates VF code if (3) which is denoted by "code code " for simplicity. If strict inequality holds in (3), it is represented by "code code ." VF code is called competitively optimal (c-optimal) in a class of VF codes if the VF code competitively dominates all other VF codes in the class.
Definition 3 [7] : VF code is called exhaustive 2 if every infinite-length -ary string has a prefix that is included in the dictionary . Furthermore, a VF code is called proper if satisfies the prefix condition, i.e., any is not a prefix of , .
The exhaustive property is always required in order to realize errorless coding. Hence, we consider only exhaustive VF codes in this paper.
The dictionary can be represented by an -ary parse tree, in which each branch is labeled with one of source symbols and each , , is represented by a path from the root to a leaf or node, at which code symbol is assigned. In the case of exhaustive VF codes, at least one code symbol must exist on every path from the root to every incomplete node and leaf in the parse tree. Hence, the following lemma holds from the duality of the Kraft inequality for FV codes.
Lemma 1 [12] : There exists an exhaustive VF code if and only if (4) (5) Equation (4) holds with equality if a VF code is proper while it holds with strict inequality if a VF code is nonproper. The parse tree of an exhaustive and proper VF code must be a complete tree, i.e., every internal node has children, and code symbols are assigned only at leaves. Since complete trees have leaves when the number of internal nodes except the root is , the number of codewords must also be . Therefore, if for any integer , no proper VF code exists. On the other hand, an AIVF code defined in the following can be constructed for any .
Definition 4:
A VF code is called almost instantaneous (AI) if code symbols are assigned to all leaves and all incomplete internal nodes in the parse tree, but no code symbol is assigned to any complete internal node. We represent the class of all proper VF codes and the class of all AIVF codes by and , respectively. Note that an AIVF code is a proper VF code if the parse tree has no incomplete internal node while it is a nonproper VF code if the parse tree has at least one incomplete internal node. In case of a nonproper VF code, a source sequence can be parsed in several ways. But we use the longest parse rule, which is the best parse rule for one-shot coding although it might not be best for repeated coding.
For a parse tree, let be the set of all leaves and incomplete internal nodes, and be the set of all complete and incomplete internal nodes excluding the root. Then represents the set of all nodes including leaves but excluding the root. Furthermore, note that in the case of proper VF codes, represents the set of all leaves.
Definition 5: For a given parse tree, probability weight (p.w.)
of each node root is defined as follows. A)
The p.w. of root is one, i.e., . B)
When a node and its child are connected by a branch with , the p.w. of is given by .
Letting
be the set of all children of node , the sum of children's p.w.s for node , , is defined as
If a VF code is proper, is equal to . Furthermore, since the root must be a complete node in any exhaustive VF code, it must hold that . Then we can easily show that the average parse length can be described by or as follows.
Lemma 2:
In one-shot coding, any proper VF code and any AIVF code satisfy 3 (6) (7) Furthermore, any proper VF code satisfies the above equalities in repeated coding.
Note that the strings parsed by a proper VF code are always statistically independent from each other for memoryless sources. But, in the case of repeated coding, the strings parsed by an AIVF code are not always statistically independent even if the source is memoryless. For instance, when a parse string is in Fig. 2 , the first symbol of the next string must be or because the longest parse rule is used. For AIVF codes in repeated coding, such dependence must be considered and, hence, (6) and (7) do not always hold.
If an incomplete node has children in an AIVF code , then the node can be made complete by creating the th child and moving the code symbol of the node to the th child. Since this modification does not increase the number of code symbols, it always derives a more efficient AIVF code than the AIVF code in both average and competitive senses. Hence, we exclude such inefficient AIVF codes in the following consideration. In efficient AIVF codes, every incomplete node has neither the th nor th children while every complete node has both th and th children. Hence, the th and th children should be treated as a pair, and we call these two children an insignificant node pair because they have the smallest and second smallest p.w.s in its siblings. A significant node means a node that is neither one of an insignificant node pair nor the root. Letting be the number of complete nodes excluding the root in a parse tree, is equal to the number of insignificant node pairs in the tree because the parent node of an insignificant node pair is a complete node. Hence, letting be the number of all nodes excluding the root and be the number of significant nodes, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3: For any efficient AIVF codes, it holds that (8) (9) and, hence, (10) (11) 3 A n B represents the difference set of A and B.
III. A-OPTIMAL PROPER VF CODE
In this section, we review the Tunstall algorithm and its properties.
Assume that the number of code symbols satisfies for some integer , and hence proper VF codes can be constructed. In the case of proper VF codes, the a-optimal proper VF code in one-shot coding is also a-optimal in repeated coding because all segments parsed by a VF code are statistically independent from each other for memoryless sources. It is well known that the a-optimal proper VF code, i.e., the Tunstall code, is constructed by the following Tunstall algorithm.
Algorithm 1 (Tunstall Algorithm [1] ): a) Make the root with p.w. . b) Let be the leaf that has the largest p.w. 4 Create children , , from the leaf , and assign p.w.
to each created leaf . c) If the number of leaves is less than , then return to b).
Otherwise, go to d). d) Label the th branch of each node with , , and assign each code symbol , , to each of leaves.
Example 2:
The proper VF code shown in Fig. 1 is the Tunstall code for , and . For a given source , consider the complete tree with infinite depth such that every node has children (or, in other words, has nodes at any depth ) and p.w. of each node in is given by Definition 5. Note that an arbitrary parse tree with leaves is a truncated subtree of , which has internal nodes in case of proper VF coding. Since holds for any proper VF code from Lemma 2, the a-optimal proper VF code maximizing can be obtained by optimally selecting internal nodes in under the condition that the selected internal nodes can construct a complete tree. Since the p.w. of a node is always larger than the p.w. of its child (and its descendant), the internal nodes with the largest p.w.s in can always make a complete tree for any integer . Furthermore, the internal node with the th largest p.w. in must be a leaf of . These facts mean that the optimal proper VF code can be obtained by selecting internal nodes in order of p.w. in , and
Step b) of the Tunstall algorithm realizes such optimal selection. Hence, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 1 [1] : The Tunstall code constructed by the Tunstall algorithm is the a-optimal proper VF code both in one-shot coding and repeated coding.
Theorem 1 is often proved by mathematical induction [1] , [12] . But, as shown in the above or [10] , the theorem can be 4 The root should be treated as the leaf in the initial case.
proved without induction by introducing and Lemma 2. It is worth noting that, as shown in the next section, the same strategy can be applied to the proof of the a-optimal AIVF code in one-shot coding although it is hard to use mathematical induction because the a-optimal AIVF code tree does not grow monotonically with .
The following lemma also holds from the above discussion.
Lemma 4 [6] , [11] : The Tunstall code satisfies that for any and any in the parse tree, .
This property can be used to analyze the competitive optimality of the Tunstall code.
IV. A-OPTIMAL AIVF CODE IN ONE-SHOT CODING
In this section, we propose an algorithm to construct the a-optimal AIVF code in one-shot coding. Let be the degree 5 of node in . Then, we define two special nodes and in . Node is the node that has the maximum degree among nodes with the maximum p.w. in . 6 If there exist two or more such nodes, then select the node with the shortest depth. If a unique node is not yet determined, select the node that lexicographically comes first. Node in is the node that can have the new child with the maximum p.w.
in all uncreated children. If such a node is not uniquely determined, we use the same convention as for . These conventions are not necessary to attain the largest average parse length, but the proof of the optimality is simplified by the convention. Basically, the new child with the largest p.w. is created from node in step d-2) one by one. In such a case, the total p.w. sum of the parse tree increases by . But, note that when the th child, which is one of an insignificant node pair, is created from node , the last child, which is the other node of the pair, can also be created without increasing the number of code symbols because the code symbol assigned to node can be moved to the last child. The total p.w. of the parse tree increases by in such a case.
Step d-1) is introduced to process such irregular increase of p.w.
Theorem 2:
In one-shot coding, the AIVF code obtained by Algorithm 2 is a-optimal in with code symbols. Proof: Since (6) holds for any AIVF codes in one-shot coding and a parse tree of any AIVF code is a truncated subtree of , which is defined in Section III, it suffices to show that nodes created by Algorithm 2 maximize (6) in . From (6), the average parse length can be represented as (13) where and are the sets of all significant nodes and all insignificant node pairs, respectively, both excluding the children of the root. Similarly, we divide nodes of into and , which correspond to and of , respectively. Letting be the th largest p.w. in and let be the th largest p.w. sum in , we have
If two or more significant nodes (or insignificant node pairs) have the same p.w., we assume that the nodes (or node pairs) corresponds to the p.w. in the order determined by the same convention as we use to select the node . Then, and have one-to-one correspondence to a significant node and an insignificant node pair, respectively, in . Hence, for simplicity, such node and node pair are called -node and -node pair, respectively, in the following.
Note that Algorithm 2 creates insignificant node pairs in the order of (15), but it does not always create significant nodes in the order of (14) 8 when step d-1) is adopted. Hence, for which is given by (10) for an AIVF code obtained by Algorithm 2, (13) becomes -
Now we show that cannot be increased even if some nodes included in or are exchanged for other nodes in or . 9 The following four cases can be considered. 8 In case of A = 2, no significant nodes exist. In case of A = 3, significant nodes are always created in order of p.w. But in case of A 4, significant nodes may not be created in order of p.w. when d-1) is adopted in step d-3) of Algorithm 2.
9 "Node a is exchanged for node b" means that node a is deleted but node b is added in a parse tree.
Case I. A -node pair in is exchanged for a -node pair in . Case II. A -node in is exchanged for a -node in . Case III. A -node pair in is exchanged for a -node in . Case IV. A -node in is exchanged for a -node pair in .
Case I cannot increase because -node pairs included in are the largest -node pairs in . For Case II, assume that there exist some -nodes and -node satisfying . Since such a case occurs only when step d-1) is adopted to create -node in Algorithm 2, all siblings, including insignificant sibling-node pair of -node must have been created at the same time. In other words, if -node is the th child of its parent, then the th child -node, and the insignificant sibling-node pair, say -node pair, of -node must be included in and , respectively. This means that when we want to exchange -node for -node, the node together with -node, and -node pair must be exchanged for the -node together with other -node , . But, step d-3) in Algorithm 2 guarantees that for any -. Hence such exchange does not increase . Next we consider Case III. Let be the largest p.w. of nodes that are not included in . Then Algorithm 2 guarantees that (and, hence, for any -node ) because if , Algorithm 2 creates the -node rather than the -node pair. Note that since the parent node of -node has a larger p.w. than , the parent node is included in and, hence, Algorithm 2 can create -node in such a case. " " means that Case III does not increase . Finally, we consider Case IV. In case of where is the smallest p.w. of nodes included in , does not increase even if we exchange the -node for the -node pair (or any -node in for any -node pair with ). Thus, it suffices to show that cannot be increased by the exchange of Case IV even for the case of . For , consider the case that we exchange the -node for the -node pair (or any -node in for any -node pair with ). When the -node pair is created, its parent node is required to be complete. But note that the parent node must have less than children in this case because otherwise, Algorithm 2 is to create the -node pair rather than the -node when . Assume that the parent node has children. Then, in order to create new children, we must delete other -nodes in or -node pairs in . But in the case that a -node pair in is deleted, does not increase because it holds that and for any -node in and any -node pair in . Therefore, -nodes in must be deleted. Let be the sum of and the p.w.s of created nodes and be the sum of and the p.w.s of other deleted nodes. Then, Step d-3) in Algorithm 2 guarantees . This means that in Case IV, attained by Algorithm 2 cannot be increased any more even in the case of .
Example 3:
For the same source and as Example 2, the a-optimal AIVF code is given by the parse tree shown in Fig. 2 . The average parse length of the a-optimal AIVF code is 1.996 while that of the Tunstall code is 1.96.
V. AIVF CODES WITH MULTIPLE PARSE TREES FOR REPEATED CODING
The AIVF code obtained by Algorithm 2 attains the largest expected parse length for one-shot encoding. However, it is not always a-optimal for repeated coding. This results from the fact that parse strings by a nonproper VF code are not independent from each other. For instance, when a parse string is in Fig. 2 , the first symbol of the next parse string must be or since the longest parse rule is used. If the same parse tree shown in Fig. 2 is used for the next parsing, code symbols are useless because the next parse string never begins with prefix .
Although the dependency of parse strings must be considered in order to construct the a-optimal code for repeated coding, the optimization problem is very difficult. However, such dependency can be overcome somehow by using multiple parse trees. Since, in the above example, the next parse string begins with or , we prepare another parse tree shown in Fig. 3 that has only two branches with and in the first depth. When a parse string ends at a leaf, we use in Fig. 2 for the next parsing because the prefix of next parse string is one of all source symbols , , . But, when a parse string ends at an internal node with one child, we use in Fig. 3 for the next parsing because the prefix is or . Since no useless code symbols exist in these two parse trees, efficient coding is realized.
In a general -ary case, we use parse trees , , each of which is created by Algorithm 2 except that the first depth of the parse tree has branches. If a parse string ends at a node that has children, we use for the next parsing.
The formal descriptions for the construction of multiple parse trees and their use for VF coding are given by the following algorithms. 
Algorithm 3 (Construction of Multiple
Algorithm 4 (Repeated Coding with Multiple Parse Trees):
A data sequence is encoded for repeated coding in the following way.
Encode a prefix of by parse tree , and remove the prefix from . C)
When the parse string is a path from the root to a node with degree , let and return to B).
When source symbols do not occur, the probabilities of , , are given by Since the p.w. assigned to each node of the first depth in Algorithm 3 is proportional to the probability , we can show in the same way as the proof of Theorem 2 that for a given , the parse tree can attain the maximum average parse length Cond-for one-shot coding, where "Cond-" is the condition that do not occur at the first prefix of a string.
Letting be the stationary probability of in repeated coding, the average parse length for repeated coding is given by Cond-
Since holds and has fewer branches than at the first depth, we can easily show that CondCondholds. Furthermore, from Theorem 2, Cond-is larger than the Tunstall code. Hence, given by (17) for the AIVF code with multiple parse trees is larger than the Tunstall code in repeated coding and even than the a-optimal AIVF code in one-shot coding.
Example 4:
For the source of Example 2, is given by Fig. 2 while is given by Fig. 3 . In this case, and are used with probability about and , respectively, in the stationary state. The average parse length for repeated coding becomes about , which is larger than attained by the Tunstall code and even than attained by the a-optimal AIVF code for one-shot coding.
VI. COMPETITIVELY OPTIMAL VF CODES
We first show examples, in which the Tunstall code is, and is not, c-optimal in .
Example 5: The Tunstall code shown in Fig. 1 is c-optimal in for the source given in Example 2.
Example 6: For a source with , , , and , the parse tree of the Tunstall code is given in Fig. 4 . Compare this Tunstall code with a VF code shown in Fig. 4 . Then, it holds that while This means that the Tunstall code is strictly dominated by VF code competitively and, hence, the Tunstall code is not c-optimal. In the case of this source, the proper VF codes , , shown in Fig. 4 have a three-way deadlock in the sense that code code code code It can also easily be shown that any other proper VF code is strictly dominated competitively by one of these codes , , .
For the proper VF codes, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 3:
The c-optimal code does not always exist in . Whenever the c-optimal code exists in , the Tunstall code is c-optimal. (If the Tunstall code is not unique, every Tunstall code is c-optimal.)
Proof: The former part of Theorem 3 holds from Example 6. Hence, we prove the latter part in the following.
We first show that if a proper VF code is not a-optimal, then it is not c-optimal. Assume that a proper VF code with parse tree is a-optimal, i.e., code is one of the Tunstall codes, another proper VF code with parse tree is not a-optimal, and both of codes and have code symbols. Then, letting and be the sets of internal nodes of and , respectively, it holds that (18) We note from Lemma 4 that any and any satisfy that (19) If (19) holds with equality for every and every , code must be a-optimal because holds from (7) and (18) . Hence, there must exist nodes and that satisfy . Furthermore, since a node has smaller p.w. than its parent node, any ancestor of and any descendent of also satisfy the inequality. This means that we can select two nodes and such that is a leaf in , is a parent node of leaves in , and . Now construct a new proper VF code from by creating all children from the leaf and pruning all children of the node . Then, we have
Therefore, code is not c-optimal since it is strictly dominated by code competitively. Next we show that if the a-optimal code is not unique, any a-optimal code is not strictly dominated by any other a-optimal code competitively. Assume that two different codes with and code with are a-optimal. Then, it holds from (7) are strictly smaller than . Hence, in this case, we can construct a new code from by pruning all children of a node on the boundary of and creating all children of node (or its ancestor which is a leaf of ). Such constructed codes or have larger average parse length than codes or , respectively. This fact contradicts the a-optimality of codes and . Hence, if a node is included in (or ), its child is not included in (or ). 10 Therefore, it holds that
From (21)- (23), we can conclude that if two a-optimal codes and exist (24) i.e., code is not strictly dominated by code competitively.
Next consider the competitive optimality in , in which the Tunstall code is not a-optimal, generally.
Example 7:
Comparing the Tunstall code in Fig. 1 and the a-optimal AIVF code in Fig. 2 for the source given in Example 2, we have and Hence, the a-optimal AIVF code competitively dominates the Tunstall code .
Example 8: Consider a source with and When , the a-optimal AIVF code is given by code in Fig. 5 . Comparing this code with codes and in Fig. 5 , we have which mean that a three-way deadlock "code code code code " occurs. It can also easily be shown that any other AIVF code is strictly dominated competitively by one of these codes , , .
Concerning the competitive optimality in AIVF codes, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 4:
The c-optimal code does not always exist in . In case of or , the a-optimal code obtained by Algorithm 2 is c-optimal in whenever the c-optimal code exists. But, in case of , the a-optimal code is not always c-optimal in even when the c-optimal code exists. Proof: From Examples 6 and 8, the c-optimal code does not always exist in . In case of , Algorithm 2 coincides with the Tunstall algorithm and the a-optimal code is the Tunstall code. Hence, Theorem 4 holds from Theorem 3 in this case.
In case of , Theorem 4 can be proved in the same way as Theorem 3. Assume that an AIVF code with parse tree is a-optimal and another AIVF code with parse tree is not a-optimal. Since both codes have code symbols, it holds that
where No( ) represents the total number of significant nodes and insignificant node pairs in a set . Furthermore, similarly is not a-optimal, then it is not c-optimal.
Next we show that if the a-optimal AIVF code with is not unique, any a-optimal AIVF code is not strictly dominated by any other a-optimal AIVF code competitively. Assume that AIVF codes and are a-optimal. Then, it hold from (6) that (32) Furthermore, in the same way as the proof of Theorem 2, we can show that if a node and its child are included in (or ), we can construct another AIVF code that has larger average parse length than the a-optimal codes. Since this contradicts the assumption of the a-optimality of codes and , both a node and its child are not included in (or ). Hence, we have
From (32)-(34), it holds that i.e., codes and are not strictly dominated by each other competitively.
In case of , we can show an example, e.g., Example 9, such that the c-optimal AIVF code is different from the a-optimal AIVF code. It is shown in the Appendix how this example can be derived.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we considered the average optimality and competitive optimality in the AIVF codes, in addition to proper VF codes, for one-shot coding and repeated coding. We showed that Algorithm 2 generates the a-optimal AIVF code for one-shot coding. In the case of proper VF codes or AIVF codes with or , it was proved that the a-optimal code is c-optimal if the c-optimal code exists. Furthermore, it was shown that efficient repeated coding can be realized by Algorithm 4 with multiple parse trees generated by Algorithm 3.
Although we assumed that sources are memoryless, we can easily generalize the results to the case of stationary sources for one-shot coding in the following way.
In the memoryless sources, p.w. of node is determined by if is the th child of node . In one-shot coding for general stationary sources, p.w. should be determined by where is the string of source symbols along the path from the root to the parent node .
We note that Algorithm 4 for repeated coding cannot be applied to general stationary sources even if the above modification is adopted. However, in the case of finite-order Markov sources, especially low-order Markov sources, AIVF coding with multiple parse trees is possible although many parse trees must be prepared based on Markov states.
APPENDIX DERIVATION OF EXAMPLE 9
In case of , the a-optimal AIVF code is c-optimal in whenever the c-optimal code exists. On the contrary, in case of , the a-optimal AIVF code is not always c-optimal in even when the c-optimal code exists. This difference comes from the following facts. a) As an example of , consider AIVF codes shown in Fig. 5 , where code is assumed to be the a-optimal AIVF code obtained by Algorithm 2 but codes and are not a-optimal. The average optimality of code guarantees that and which means that code code and code code , respectively. Hence, if the a-optimal AIVF code is strictly dominated by AIVF code competitively, i.e., code code which occurs when then we have a three-way deadlock "code code code code ." This means that neither code nor code becomes c-optimal. b) As an example of , consider similar AIVF codes shown in Fig. 6 , where AIVF code is assumed to be a-optimal but AIVF codes and are not a-optimal. Algorithm 2 guarantees that When the a-optimal AIVF code is strictly dominated by code competitively, i.e., code code . But, since is not compared with when code is constructed by Algorithm 2, it may occur that which means that code code . In that case, AIVF code can become c-optimal.
We now derive the condition, under which the a-optimal code in Fig. 6 is not c-optimal. Letting and , code becomes a-optimal when the following inequalities hold:
On the other hand, code becomes c-optimal when inequalities (37) (38) are satisfied. Furthermore, if (36) and (37) hold with strict inequality but (38) does not hold, the c-optimal code does not exist because a three-way deadlock "code code code code " occurs. Inequalities (35) and (37) are satisfied for , where and are the roots of and , respectively. On the other hand, (36) and (38) hold for (39) (40) respectively, where must satisfy that Now consider a special case of . In this case, it can easily be shown that (39) becomes where is the root of , and (40) becomes , where is the root of . Hence, if and satisfy and , then code is c-optimal although code is a-optimal. Example 9 corresponds to this case. Furthermore, if and , the c-optimal code does not exist.
